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Volume 100 Number 31 Marshall University's student newspaper - Celebrating our 100th year! Page edited by Christina Redekopp TKEs say university's derecognition unfair 
by ROBERT McCUNE 
editor 
Tau Kappa Epsilon chapter adviser Louis Zollo said the university's derecognition of the fraternity is unfair and that other greek organizations may be next in line for the same type of treatment. "We don't do anything that nobody else doesn't do," Zollo said. "Therefore, if they can just take it from us, they can just take it from anybody any-time ... Right now, all the fra-ternities and their comments, 
they might think it's funny because it's a misery loves com-pany type of thing. To see the best one go away makes it easi-er for everybody else. But for them to take it like that is a bad idea because they're going to be next. "I think this is really a time for everybody, all fraternities, to get together to help us with this, but that's not going to hap-pen. We're just going to have to deal with it on our own, which we can do and we are doing, but whatever happens happens." What happens for the TKEs 
all depends on the university's final decision, which should be released Friday, said Dr. Donna-lee Cockrille, dean of student affairs. The final dee- ..._ ___ __. 
ision will come ZOLLO as a response to the fraternity's appeal of the derecognition sanction issued Sept. 29 by the university. At least six issues were brought before the TKEs at the 
hearing to derecognize the fra-ternity, TKE President Shawn F. Walker said. "It's not the issues that I'm worried about or wanting to get out. It's more the process itself. How can you have a hearing where there are no charges, no facts, no evidence, nothing?" Walker saicl. Zollo said, "Two of the things here, it says we were in trouble for [were] wet rush and under-age consumption. Investigation conducted. No supporting docu-mentation provided. That's one thing, right there. Option Care 
incident: investigation conduct-ed, no supporting documenta-tion provided. I mean, there's not even any documentation and they're taking a whole fra-ternity of years of tradition, 900 people before us, and just booting us off." Zollo says the way the uni-versity has handled its case against the TKEs is "unethical and unprofessional." He said, "It's ridiculous is what it is. And the people in charge, they don't even call to speak to you." The above mentioned Option Care incident is in reference to 
the alleged harrassment of an Option Care employee in a parking lot. ''Yes, we do park in their lot. So do the ATO. So do the Pikes. Yes, ope of the employee's tires did get slashed. Yes, an employ-ee was harassed, and we went and asked them about that. One, they found the guy who slashed the tire. It was a guy with an apartment next to the building. It was not a TKE. The harrassment, they said there was an employee harrassed, 
Please see TKEa, N 
ic is in the air 
photos by Chnst1na Aedekopp Paul Balshaw conducts the Marshall University Symphony Wednesday night at the Smith Recital Hall. Mozart, Gershwin and Rossini were among works selected to be played. 
by BRANDY BARKEY 
reporter 
Percussion ensembles, trombone recitals, wind sym-phony, and jazz ensembles are some musical events on the Music Department perfor-mance calendar this fall. As Halloween quickly ap-proaches the Huntington Sym-phony Orchestra will perform Saturday at 8 p.m. at the Stephenson Auditorium. The Halloween concert is titled Halloween Chiller Thriller which features music composed by Bach, Gounod, Grieg, Moussorgsky, and Webber. This is a family concert and costumes are encouraged. · Tickets can be ordered or more information can be obtained by calling 525-0670. 
Oct. 31 at 8 p.m. Stephenson Auditorium Huntington Symphony Orchestra Recital Hall Sweet Adelines 
Nov. 2 at 8 p.m. Recital Hall Faculty Voice Recital: Joy Ratliff 
Nov. 4 at 8 p.m. Recital Hall Plano Studio Recital 
Nov. 5 at 8 p.m. Recital Hall Guitar Studio Recital 
Nov. 8 at 3 p.m. 
Recital Hall Senior Trombone Recital Jonathon Graham 
Nov. 8 at 6 p.m. Recital Hall Senior Euphonium Recital James Allder 
Nov. 9 at 8 p.m. Recital Hall Tephly-Welch Duo 
Nov.12 at 8 p.m. Recital Hall Wind Symphony West Virginia Music Teachers As$0clation Fall Festival 
Nov. 14 at 9:30 a.m. Recital Hall Student Recital 
Nov. 14 at noon Recital Hall Marshall Faculty Jazz Ensemble 
photo by Jane Farrell Firefighters responded to a fire In a chute at Twin Towers East Wednesday morning. Students did not hear a fire alarm because of a broken part in the siren system, Al Ward, supervisor of building trades, said. Fire alarm fails to warn students 
by BRANDY BARKEY 
reporter 
A fire started in Twin Towers East Wednesday at 10:39 a.m. but the alarms aren't credited for announcing the fire to stu-dents. Brian A. Jennings, Fayett-ville sophomore, said it was about 11 a.m. when they got the word to evacuate the build-ing. Jennings said, "the alarm did not go off." Jennings was unaware of the fire until people started running down the hall yelling fire. When first asked, Al Ward, supervisor of building trades, said sirens sounded on the first floor but he later found out the siren system had a broken part and he admitted that the sirens did not sound. Ward said the part is ordered and he was unable to say when the part would be installed and 
in working order. Ward said, "all smokers and panels went off as they should have." The fire department was notified immediately, Ward said. The fire was started when a chute was being welded and a spark ignited trash that was lodged in the chute, Ward said. Ward said an arch welder will no longer be used to weld the chutes. He said they will be using another method with no flame. Deputy Chief, Ron D. Coply, said the fire had potential to be dangerous so the fire depart-ment responded quickly. There is a small area oflight smoke damage but Coply said he does not think anything will have to be repainted. It was "more of an aggrava-tion than anything else," Coply said. 
One-room school makes a comeback on the Net Gilley says closed stacks not unusual 
by XIAOLIN LIU 
reporter 
The one-room school is coming back, this time not as a nos-talgic symbol of the old time education, but real on the com-puter network. A $549,932 federal funding has been awarded to Marshall University Research Corporation for its One Room School-2000 project. The goals of the project are to demonstrate that education, services and information can be delivered to individuals, particularly the disadvantaged, in a personal, easy-to-use manner that transcends location and time, said Arnold Miller, executive director of the University Computing Services. The technology will allow individuals to interact with the Internet, courseware, peers, mentors, service providers and instructors. Through the integrated desktop data, audio, video and teleconferencing network, participants can see 
Please see ONE, P8 
Morrow to be a 
storage facility for 
little-used books 
by JENNIFER L. TYSON 
reporter 
The petition circulating to open the stacks of James E. Morrow Library may be in vain. President J. Wade Gilley said he has "no plans to hire addi-tional staff'' for Morrow. "I see no reason to hire 15 people for two percent of stu-dents who want books and arti-cles from Morrow." The move from Morrow to the new John Deaver Drinko Library was "planned a year ago by the library committee 
"I see no reason to hire 15 people for two per-
cent of students who want books and articles 
from Morrow." 
J. Wade Gilley 
university president 
and faculty senate," and "the plan was modeled after Vanderbilt University when they built a new library," Gilley said. He said the Drinko Library contains materials "checked out within the last five years, and 98 percent of students will use materials in Drinko." Morrow will now be a "stor-age facility" for little-used books, Gilley said. The library contains special collections and government documents. 
He said if students want a book or document, they can go to the Drinko Library and fill out a requisition form, and "within three hours" students will have the materials, Gilley said. The practice of closed stacks is a common one, he said. "Many universities have closed stacks. Oxford University, Harvard University, and even the Library of Congress, have millions of books that are not public," he said. Gilley said Marshall is "lucky 
because we can store our books in Mor-row, on cam-pus. West Vir-ginia Univer-sity (WVU) is moving its storage facility off campus, 
GILLEY about eight miles away to a chicken farm," he said. According to the agenda of the August board meeting of the University System of West Virginia, WVU's new book depository will house "one mil-lion volumes," that are "rare, and those that have had very little use." Gilley said if changes are made, "they will have to go through the library committee and faculty senate." 
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NEW YORK (AP) - Many parents would cringe at the sight of their preteen daughters baring their midriffs and sport-ing rub-off tattoos, platform shoes and clip-on navel rings. But thousands of mothers and fathers accompanied their scantily-clad offspring to an audition Tuesday. The children were vying for a chance to be their favorite Spice Girl in a commercial. "She loves the Spice Girls, Baby Spice in particular, and mom had to work," said 34-year-old Bill Sanger of 7-year-
old daughter Brittany. "I don't want her to look back as an adult and wonder if she had the stuff to be a star." Out of a sea of miniature Baby, Scary, Posh and Sporty wannabes - no Gingers, thank you (she quit the group earlier this year) - only one set of Spice Girl look-alikes were cho-sen. The winners were Carissa Farina, 10, as Sporty; Sarah Back, 10, as Posh; Dina Lorraine Moakley, 9, as Baby; and Nirine Brown, 12, as Scary. All the girls are from New York. 
The commercial, for a line of dolls and other Spice Girls products, begins filming next week. While the auditions were lim-
ited to kids between the ages of 
five and 12, the competition was hardly kid's stuff. 
One 9-year-old Scary Spice 
imitator, sporting oversized plastic green glasses and a 
spray-aided hairdo that can 
only be described as untamed, coolly· surveyed a rival and 
said: "You look nothing like 
her." 
The response was immediate and crushing, and it came with a faux British accent. "Well, Scares-me-Spice, I can sing, I can dance, I can act. We'll see what they say inside." 
Parents could offer only wan 
smiles for each other. And 
many didn't pretend to know a 
thing about the British pop 
group. 
"Honestly, I don't know Baby Spice from heather spice," said 
Sanger. 
"Oh dad," said Brittany. 
"Please, not so loud." 
Officer's donut becomes a clue in case 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S.C. (AP) - A box of donuts 
proved be more than a police officer's snack. It turned into a 
clue that may have helped authorities solve a string of bur-
glaries. 
When burglars broke into a service station early Monday, 
they moved a box of Krispy Kreme donuts that had been delivered to the doorstep. 
That tipped deputies that the burglary happened after the 
donut man made his rounds, said sheriff's Sgt. David Randall. 
The delivery man, found an hour later on his route, 
remembered seeing three men in a black truck parked along the road when he dropped the donuts at around 1 a.m. Symphony hits sour note in neighborhood Three hours later, an alarm went off at Island Gold Works and a deputy spotted the truck. Three men were arrested. They are also suspected in other area burglaries. 
LAKE FOREST, m. (AP) -An elite music school nestled amid towering oak trees in this wealthy enclave has been any-thing but music to neighbors' ears. The Music Institute of the Lake Forest Symphony is instead 8triking a sour note with wealthy homeowners who don't want a school in the neighborhood. Opponents tried a petition drive and a $2 million land off er to keep the school from staying. Now the dispute has landed in court, pitting homeowners against a symphony whose advisory board includes the mayor and some of the city's most powerful residents. It isn't that residents are worried about the music of Beethoven wafting through 
their windows, but some, including plaintiff Roger Weiler, worry that increased traffic from the institute could pose a danger along the wind-ing sheets of this northern Chicago suburb. Neighbors had no choice but to take the matter to court, said Weiler, whose huge brick home sits on a corner down the block from the school, which has a temporary one-year lease. "These people were ushered in without any advance notice," he said. "We got no cooperation from anybody, so we took the only course available to us." The squabble began in July, when the symphony moved into one of five vacant buildings that once were the Grove School for disabled children. The school closed in 1994, and the city bought the land 
0 
last year. It isn't a school per se that residents oppose. Since 1994, neighbors have helped strike down proposed businesses, too, including a college extension and senior housing. The symphony this year decided one of the buildings would be perfect for its school. "We walked in here, and it was just everything we had dreamed of," institute Director Mary Catherine Edwards said, pointing out about a dozen vir-tually soundproof rooms just big enough for a piano, a stu-dent and a teacher. More than 60 neighbors signed a protest petition when the symphony was granted the temporary lease. Dick Bragaw, a spokesman for the neighbors, said they merely want to preserve the residential character of the 
neighborhood. "They have never been opposed to music schools," he said. Edwards doesn't believe the institute would cause many traffic problems; at its busiest, only 12 individual lessons are taking place. 
The school has a small recital 
room but no large concert facil-ity. The symphony has moved 
in donated pianos, furniture, 
artwork and music stands. The 
institute hopes to start a music 
library and renovate class-
rooms but must await the out-
come of the dispute. 
City officials this winter will consider suggestions on how 
the site should be used in the 
long term, meaning the school eventually could be forced to 
look for a new home regardless 
of the court battle's outcome. 
Sorority says dreadlocks not up to show 
GARNER, N.C. (AP) - Michelle Barskile wanted to let 
her hair down at the Alpha Kappa Alpha debutante ball. The 
sorority said her locks weren't up to its standards. 
The AKA's Garner chapter invited Barskile to its 
November ball, with one condition: She had to wear her 
dreadlocks secured up on her hea? instead of down as she 
normally wears them. 
The Garner High School honor student refused. "This thing is ridiculous, really. I've been disappointed," 
she said. "I'd just like to get an apology, and maybe reimbursed for 
this dress," Barskile said of her $500 gown. 
Angela Holloway, an AKA alumna who also has dread-locks, called Barskile to apologize and invited her to her 
chapter's ball in Laurinburg. 
"I think it's awful," said Holloway, 43, on Tuesday. "I don't know how they can do that in this day and age." 
Holloway noted another alumna of the black sorority, author Toni Morrison, also has dreadlocks. The Garner 
chapter president did not return telephone call,;. 
Calendar of Events 
For more information contact the Student Activities office at 696-2290 
NOVEMBER2 NOVEMBER3 NOVEMBER4 NOVEMBERS 11:30 8pm noon 6pm Real Deal Crazy - Gameshow 
U.S. Flight Trainer MSC Cafe 9:00 Noon CRAIG KARGES Announcement of MSC Plaza Homecoming Court Comedy Capers Joan C. Edwards 6:00pm Playhouse Student Talent -Showcase Don Morris Room 
~ 
Page edited by Jennifer Hale 
Delegate apologizes for sign removal 
CHARLESTON (AP) - A Republican House of Delegates candidate has asked prosecutors not to pursue charges against an opponent caught on videotape pulling up campaign signs. Republican Brent Wolf-ingbarger told Kanawha County prosecutor Bill Forbes Tuesday in a let-ter that Delegate Rudy Seacrist, D-Kanawha, had apologized personal-ly and had been publicly embarrassed. A videotape given anonymously to a Char-leston newspaper last week shows Seacrist removing three signs pro-moting Wolfingbarger's campaign. When asked about the tape, Seacrist complained that many of his own signs had been removed and that he was "tired of it." Forbes told Wolfing-barger that Seacrist could be charged with misdemeanor destruction of property if Wolfing-barger wished to pursue the matter. But Wolfingbarger, pointing to Seacrist's long career in public service, told Forbes that the pulic's interest wouldn't be "significantly benefit-ed by subjecting Mr. Seacrist to a criminal prosecution." Seacrist said he was appreciative of Wolfing-barger's stance on the matter. Both men are running for one of seven seats in Kanawha County's 30th Delegate District. Seacrist is a retired DuPont supervisor. Wolfingbarger is a lawyer in private prac-tice. 
~,..,,,,,., Group seeks to improve health care of minorities 
Study finds state minorities to be unhealthy 
CHARLESTON (AP) - The statistics tell a sad story, Savolia Spottswood says. Spottswood is the director of the Minority Health Program, a part of the state Office of Rural Health Services. For three years she and a staff of 37 have been sifting through nearly every statistic available to try to determine how healthy West Virginia's minorities are. Ethnic and racial minorities make up four percent of the state's 1.8 million people. Three percent of minorities are black, Spottswood said. . What Spottswood group's found was that more than one in every five black babies born in West Virginia dies. The group also found that 36 percent of the state's 423 HIV cases are minority patients, she said. Minorities lag behind statistically in nearly every health-related category, Spottswood said. The infant mortality rate among blacks in the state is 21.6 percent, compared to a 6.7 percent rate among whites, Spottswood said. The statistics are based on the 1996 West Virginia Vital Statistics and information kept by the· state Department of Health and Human Resources. The infant mortality rate among blacks nationwide is about 14.2 percent, she said. ~ese issues have "gone unnoticed for so long and:we really have no means to deal with them," Spottswood said. Health officials from around the state met with residents Wednesday in Charleston to dis-cuss how to improve the health of minorities in West Virginia. "We want to ask the community," Spottswood said Tuesday. "This is very much a grassroots development. We will be spending a lot of time going to the community asking them directly, 
''We want to ask the community. 
This is very much a grassroots 
development. We will be spending 
a lot of time going to the commu-
nity asking them directly, 'What 
are your health needs as you see 
them?"' 
Savolia Spottswood, 
director of the Minority Health Program, 
a part of the Office of Rural Health Services 
'What are your health needs as you see them?'" "Bridging the Gaps: Minority Health in West Virginia" is a statewide program Spottswood hopes will help explain why minorities are so unhealthy in the state. The West Virginia Coalition on Minority Health was formed in 1995, primarily focusing on gathering grant money, and organizing pre-vention programs, Spottswood said. The new program will focus on giving minori-ties greater access to health care and communi-cating with those moving from welfare to the workforce. There are also plans to study the Eastern Panhandle's immigrant and migrant popula-tions. Language and legal barriers often prevent those people from receiving adequate health care, Spottswood said. Spottswood said she cannot predict what will happen until after talking with minorities at a series of public forums scheduled throughout the year. "It's like pioneering territory," she said. 
Glenn and crew set to liftoff today 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - The countdown toward the 
launch of John Glenn and his six crewmates rolled on smoothly 
Wednesday, with NASA officials saying preparations were near-
ly flawless for today's liftoff. The weather forecast remained excellent for launch, forecasters said. 
The mission is scheduled to last eight days, 20 hours, 
with a landing back at the Kennedy Space Center. 
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Hurricane Mitch kills at least 12 
LA CEIBA, Honduras (AP) - Spreading fear across the western Caribbean, one of the century's most powerful hur-ricanes forced tens of thousands to flee, dumped torrents of rain, blasted down trees and damaged homes. At least 12 people were reported killed. . Hurricane Mitch hovered just off the coast of Honduras Wednesday, bringing downpours that caused rivers to flood across Honduras, Belize and elsewhere in Central America. The U.S. National Hurricane Center in Miami said as much as 20 inches of rain could fall on mountain areas. At its peak Tuesday, Mitch was the fourth strongest Caribbean hurricane in this century, with 180 mph winds. 
Republican ads refer to affair 
WASHINGTON (AP)-A$10 million Republican ad blitz in the election's final days argues that GOP lawmakers are "the balance we need" against a Democratic president who had an affair and lied about it. "For seven months, he lied to us," one woman tells another in one of the ads that makes an issue of President Clinton's relationship with Monica Lewinsky. The new ads began airing nati.onally Tuesday night. None of the ads specifically mention the Lewinsky investi-gation, though there are clear and subtle references to Clinton's affair with the former White House intern. Each also mentions Republican achievements. 
NATO keeps warplanes on alert 
PRISTINA, Yugoslavia (AP) - NATO is keeping more than 400 warplanes on alert to make sure that President Slobodan Milosevic continues to withdraw forces from Kosovo and allows tens of thousands of refugees to return home. With Yugoslav forces drawing back, the Western military alliance did not set any new deadlines for airstrikes after the previous one expired Tuesday. But by warning that the threat of attack remains, NATO hoped to guarantee the safety of the ethnic Albanian refugees,about 90 percent of Kosovo's 2 million residents, who are terrified of returning home unless government troops and Serb police are held back. 
Poll: West Virginians support Underwood 
CHARLESTON (AP) - Gov. Cecil Underwood's poll num-bers are up. 
Underwood, followed by former Gov. Gaston Caperton, 19 per-cent; Rep. Bob Wise, D-W.Va., -16 percent, and failed 1996 gubernatorial candidate Charl-otte Pritt, 13 percent. Twenty-three percent said they favored another candidate or were undecided. . 
Kinko's has everything you need to make the grade. 
Fifty-nine percent of respon-dents to the West Virginia Poll believe Underwood is doing a good to excellent job in office, compared with 56 percent in a poll coRducted in January. And most say he would be their favorite candidate for the 2000 election. When asked who they would vote for in the 2000 gubernato-rial election, 29 percent said 
Democrats outnumber Re-publicans 2-to-1 in the state, and Underwood was the lone Republican among eight candi-dates listed by the poll as a pos-sible gubernatorial candidate. 
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CC135 JH B-7 cc 135 
JH B-7 
Students must haue the following items to be admit-ted to the placement eHam sessions: 
1. $1 B.BB Registration Fee for each eHam attemped. 
(make checks payable to Marshall Uniuersity or haue correct amount in cash.) 
2. Photo I 0. 
(MU ID or ualid driuer's license.) 
3. Pencils. 
(Calculators are not permitted.) 
Students must meet th~ following guidelines to qualify for these placement eHams: 
1. R student must be fully enrolled in Marshall Uniuersity or Marshall Community and Technical College. 2. R student may take each eHam only one time while at Marshall. 3. R student who has receiued a "NC", "F", "W", "WP" or "WF" in a deuelopmental course is ineligible to attempt the placement eHam for that dropped or failed course. 4. R student may attempt only one eHam per time period. 
For further information, contact Nedra Lowe at 696-3017 
or Monica Shafer at 696-5229. 
Pre-registration is not required. 
Rely on Kinko's wide selection of products and services not only to help you make the grade, but get the grade you deserve. Add the finishing touches to your project by taking advantage of these great offers. Kinko's is here to help make your life easier. .----------,.----------, 1 89¢ color copies 1 1 4¢ black ~ white 1 I Receive 81h" X 11" full or self-serve, full color I I cop1es I I copies for just 89¢ each. Resizing costs extra. I I I Receive 8'12" x 11" full or self-serve, black & whit!! I I I copies on 201b whit!! bond for just 4¢ each. I 
I HUNTINGTON I I HUNTINGTON I I 1452 4th Ave. • 473-0500 I I 1452 4th Ave. • 473-0500 I : kinko•s· : : kinko•s· : I Offer ,s hm1ted to one coupon per customer Coupon must be pll!Sel1ted at bme of I I Offer 1s limited to one coupon per customer. Coupon must be presented at bm,, of I I purchase, may not be reproduced and ,s not valid with other coupons, offers or I I purchase. ma-t not be reproduced and is not valid With other coupon~ offffi or I discoont programs. Offer valid at t,m,, of purchase and may not be discounted or discount programs. Offer valid at hme of purchase and may not be discoonted or aedrted towards past or Mure purthases Valid at Krnko's listed locabon only credited to..ards past or future purchases. Valid at Kmko's bsted. locatlon only~. Coupon void where prolnbrted or restncted b-J law. No cash value. Coupon YOld where prohibited or restncted b-j law. No cash value _ AAC596 ___ _; EXP 121.31.98 AAC595 ____ l.: .  EX_!:__1_2'!_.!._,ga--4' 
Most locations open 24 hours, 7 days a week. More than 900 locations worldwide. For more information visit our web site at www.kinkos.com or call 1-800-2-KINKOS. 
' 1998 Kinko's, Inc. Al nghts resel\led. Kinko's is a registered trademarlc of Kinko's Venture~ Inc. and is used by pennission. Kinko's requires written pennission from the copyright holder in order to reproduce any copyrighted worlc. 
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HOT TOPIC 
Teacher survey needs attention 
It's an issue that nobody seems to care 
about, yet it keeps coming up again and 
again. 
About two years ago, Faculty Senate 
defeated a resolution to store teacher eval-
uations in the library for students to review. 
'Tuesday, the Student Senate became the latest body to defeat a similar proposal. The 
senate claimed students would not partici-
pate in evaluations: that would publicly release professors' scores. 
While the senate is often affected by stu-
dent apathy, the greatest lack of participa-
tion in this case goes to the senate itself. A new system of evaluating teachers should 
not be overlooked so quickly. It is something 
worth researching, and it definitely 
deserves more than a one-day debate in the 
Student Senate. As teacher evaluations work now, col-
leges design surveys to use among college 
deans and professors. Students are asked to 
participate in this process by evaluating 
their teachers, yet they are not given access 
to the survey results. 
Because most college students do, at 
some level, take their education seriously, a 
record of objective evaluations would be an 
additional tool students could use to 
achieve a higher level of education. 
Although Marshall has many outstanding 
teachers, others frankly do not care 
whether their students• learn anything or 
not. Students should have some reliable 
way, other than word of mouth, to avoid 
those instructors. 
Releasing evaluations may make profes-
sors uncomfortable because some students 
purposely give unfair evaluations for spite. 
Let's not forget The Statesman's feeble past 
attempts to grade professors. Those evalua-
tions were useless and possibly even 
libelous. The reality is, however, that most depart-
mental evaluations do not leave room for 
unfair criticism, except in the additional 
comments section. Most are specific and 
ask students to rate professors according to 
a predetermined scale. Even if a student 
wanted to give a bogus evaluation, those 
surveys do not leave room for unwarranted 
embarrassment. 
Done properly, teacher evaluations 
would be valuable to students. If the uni-
versity is not giving students information 
they need to make informed choices about 
their instructors, then I think senators, as 
student representatives, should at least 
consider evaluation possibilities. The sen-
ate does not serve its purpose when it 
makes snap decisions at student govern-
ment meetings without even gauging stu-
dent opinion. 
The easiest solution seems to be to just 
give students access to existing evaluations. 
Most of the colleges have taken efforts to 
develop fair evaluation systems; just let 
students see them. 
The way things look now, opening exist-
ing evaluations are the only way students 
will have access to those records. Student 
Senate has defeated its proposal, claiming a 
lack of student interest. My question: How do senators know students are not interest-ed? They never asked. Rebeccah Cantley is news editor of The Parthenon. Comments can be sent to her at 311 Smith Hall. She can be reached at 
696-6696. 
- ''They made us sound like thugs that roll up into their lot and say we're going to park here whether you like it or not, punch them in the mouth, cut 
their tires and walk into the house." 
Society should take advantage ol diversity- without tear or hate 
'lb the editor: That someone would choose to The philosopher Dante once be different than ninety peercent wrote, 'The hottest places in hell of the population, to be persecut-are reserved for those who, in ed, to be legally discriminated times of great moral crisis, main- against in employment and hous-tain their neutrality." It is in this ing, to have to live in fear, to risk vein that I now speak out. losing friends and family... Well, We live in a time where instant you get the idea. Sexual orienta-global communication is as close tion is not a choice. as our desktop. Consequently, we Understanding that takes little have been exposed to a greater more than an open mind and a level of diversity than any other willingness to try. generation. Unfortunately, this Mr. Scott goes on to state, "I exposure has not revealed to us think the reason the Hate Crimes the idiocy of our own prejudices. Bill is pushed so much by homo-lo fact, we are now seeing back- sexuals is so they can have prefer-lash in attitudes that may act to ential treatment." silence the diverse voices that sur- · Well Adam, wake up and smell round us. We are still filled with the hate. Hate crimes legislation old ideas about people, and with is being pushed by so many fear. (including homosexuals) because Chris Pence's 1etter to the edi- of two major reasons. tor, published in last week's First, hate crimes legislation, Parthenon, did not reveal any like all laws, would serve an new ideas on Marshall's Campus, incredibly important symbolic or in society as a whole. function. What it has done, is to open a Laws act as norms, prescribing very valuable debate, and the our behavior as a member of soci-recent letters published on the ety. While most laws are broken Opinion page, have prompted me on a daily basis, they still hold to join in. symbolic power (like when you are Adam Scott claims that, going 45 mph down Third Avenue, "Homosexuals chose to be the way . and hit the brake when you see they are." Well Adam, my first the cop). 
question for you is; why did you Hate crime legislation would choose to be heterosexual? At send a message saying, "No, it's what age did you first realize that not okay to beat someone because you were attracted to the opposite they are gay) or black, or Jewish, sex? What really clenched the or whatever)." deal for you? Humans rely on symbols for Sexuality is a complex issue, their basic understanding of the and the idea that sexual orienta- world, and hate crime legislation tion is a choice simplifies sexuali- would serve as a symbolic deter-ty to the point of becoming rent to the savage beatings that absurd. have ocCUITed around the country 
all too frequently. Secondly, hate crime legislation would allow federal prosecutors, and the FBI to become involved in cases that are not taken seriously by local law enforcement agen-cies. Tragically, many hate crimes are overlooked as "harmless pranks," sending a message to the perpetrator, and others, that this behavior is condoned by our soci-ety. If local police took hate crimes seriously in every case, every day, then hate crimes legislation 
would not be neces.s31_y. The simple fact is; they do not. The case of Matthew Shepard is the exception to the rule. His assailants are being held accountable, and will likely pay with their lives. Hate crimes legislation would work to reduce the likelihood of hate crime perpetrators going unpunished. Homophobia hurts us all. It is a strong social motivator for gay and straight alike. It is the implic-it threat in the childhood taunt, "what are you, a fag?" The harms of homophobia on the gay community have been 
brought to the front of media-cov-erage, and recent scientific stud-ies have shown that homophobia blocks intimacy in all relationship types. It is past time for our society to learn to take advantage of the diversity that has been granted us - without fear, and without hate. - Matt Tur1ey Parkersburg senior Still parading around the block 
Dear Editor: I am taking this opportunity to address a tired topic. Although, it would not be such if anyone paid attention to the many previous complaints. My problem? Parking. For commuter students like myself, driving is an absolute must. If I lived close enough, I would walk to campus, which would be much nicer, especially when I usually have to walk a country mile to get to my car after my night classes. I have to leave my house 30-40 minutes before class this semester just to be able to park my car where I will not be towed or ticketed. I understand that with the student body growth over the 
past few years, this issue of trees and underneath cars, just parking has been a huge to make Marshall two more dol-headache, thus the display of lars? So, what do we do? drag-racing in every lot to find Presumably we'll just stick it that last coveted spot. out. Although, if "they" knew that Asking any questions at this we were getting more students, great institution only gets me why did "they" change most of blank stares or rude exclama-the lots to employee parking tions of stupidity - I guess a only? Is severe head trauma a name tag doesn't make one prerequisite to a decision-mak- smarter, aye? ing position? Maybe Big Brother will give I guess I'm the only one who us more places to park some-sees the many empty spots in day. Until then, I will continue these newly appointed lots my parade around the block every day. with the other unfortunate 
I must also be the sole owner souls who will probably beat me of tickets given to me 3.5 sec- -to that last parking spot. onds after the time on my Oh, well. At least it's a nice malevolent parking meter drive. expires. 
What do these orange-vested meter disciples do, hide behind - Michelle Kessler Fayetteville junior 
t 
-Louis Zollo TKE chapter adviser 
Page edited by Robert McCune 
HAT PEOPL ESAYI 
Compiled by ELIZABETH STEVENS honorary reporter 
In an informal, unscientific survey, stu-dents were asked their opinions of the closed 
stacks in the James E. Morrow Library. 
"I feel that if we pay for them 
to be there, then they should be 
open to us." 
-Julie Sears, 
senior office technology major 
"I don't like it. I'm in the 
School of Nursing and have a 
hard time finding nursing 
journals. We go to find things 
that we know are there and 
can't use it." 
- Stacy Dickess, ~enior nursing major 
"I feel that the new policy 
regarding the Morrow Library 
not only impedes my educa-
tional opportunity, but it also 
is going against my first 
amendment rights." 
- Shelly Clark, sophomore philosophy major 
"It was a pretty poor idea. As a 
graduate student, it is hard to 
get the things I need." 
- David Jenkins, graduate student/ political science major 
"I like it [the stacks being 
closed]." 
- Jennifer Coleman, senior advertising major 
"I could care less whether the 
stacks were open or not." 
- Joey Mossburg, semor advertbing major 
"I think that when they made 
the library they should have 
taken in to effect and either 
make it big enough to house 
the books or hire more people 
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Administrators take a look at reorganization Gilley says changes reduce 
residence hall vandalism 
by KEYWAN T. CREWS reporter 
People and seasons change, as do offices. The Office of Student Affairs once included such offices as orientation, career services, residence services and financial aid, Dean of Student Affairs Donnalee Cockrille said. About eight years ago, the office was subdivided, she said. "I think that was good. Reorganization allows you to make adjustments. It allowed the university to be aware of student life, recruitment and involvement, issues that shouldn't just come from one field," Cockrille said. Marshall President J. Wade Gilley said the reorganization took place because at the time there was a $2.3 million deficit in which 23 people had to be laid off. "There was a lot of streamlin-ing," Gilley said. . He said enrollm~nt manage-ment was created to include 
"Reorganization 
allows you to make 
adjustments. It 
allowed the universi-
ty to be aware of stu-
dent life, recruitment 
and involvement, 
issues that shouldn't 
just come from one 
field ... " 
Dr. Donnalee Cockrille, 
dean of student affairs 
admissions, registration, and financial aid. Associate Dean of Student Affairs Steve Hensley said, "It [reorganization of financial aid] makes as much sense as the way it was before." Hensley said including finan-cial aid in enrollment manage-ment was a good idea because they work toward similar pur-
poses. Gilley said there once were two residence hall organiza-tions, one under operations and one under student affairs, but the two were consolidated. "It's [consolidation] really worked well," Gilley said. He said before the consolida-tion, residence services had about $50,000 in vandalism, but now there's only about $5,000 in vandalism. Also during the reorganiza-tion, the vice president for stu-dent affairs position was elimi-nated, and replaced by a dean of student affairs and an asso-ciate dean of student affairs. Princeton senior Heather Bailey, an education major who has been at Marshall for seven years, said, "I think the way things are set up now, there's still a lot of things going on in student affairs, because stu-dents can still get the help they need, and the student affairs staff can focus on one student and not have to worry about everything else." 
by JASON HUTCHINSON 
reporter 
The following information was taken from the 
Marshall University Police reports: 
• Battery Police were called to the scene of a 
fight behind the Twin Towers complex at 8:55 
p.m., Tuesday. Upon arrival, officers found that 
the fight was over and one of the girls involved 
had left the scene. Witnesses told police that 
Gina M. Gray beat the victim and ran from the 
area. The victim wanted to prosecute, so a war-
rant was issued for Gray. Police served the war-
rant against Gray Thursday. 
• Larceny A report of a stolen computer and 
monitor was filed with police at 9:02 a.m., 
Thursday. The report read that the computers 
were locked in a Corbly Hall classroom at 8 
p.m., Oct. 21 and when the teacher returned at 
approximately 8 a.m., Oct. 22, the door was still 
locked but the computer and monitor were miss-
ing. 
• Larceny Police were called at 11 :31 a.m., 
Oct. 22 to fill out a report on a stolen computer 
monitor. The monitor was stolen from an 
unlocked office in Jenkins Hall sometime 
Wednesday evening or early Thursday morning. 
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• Public Intoxication Police issued arrest cita• 
tions to Shane A. McKee and Dustin M. Kalos at 
1 :46 a.m., Saturday. While on routine patrol, 
police witnessed McKee and Kalos throwing 
and kicking glass across the street from the 
Smith Hall complex. 
Police confronted the two males and noticed 
red, glassy eyes and the strong smell of alcohol. 
McKee and Kalos were arrested and taken to 
the Cabell County Jail. 
• Destruction of Property While on routine 
patrol of Gullickson Hall at 3:20 a.m., Monday, 
police found two glass doors shattered on the 
northwest entrance. Police found two large 
rocks inside the building that were used to break 
the glass. 
• Transferring and Receiving Stolen Prop-erty. Police issued an arrest citation to 
Christopher N. Davis Oct. 19 at 4:50 p.m. An 
unidentified person called police saying that he 
saw his recently-stolen bicycle on the plaza out• 
side the Memorial Student Center. Police 
stopped Davis, who was riding the bike, and 
asked where he had purchased the bicycle. 
Davis told police he purchased the bicycle for 
$20 from someone he did not know. Police con-
fiscated the bicycle until positive identification by 
the rightful owner could be provided. 
., 
CAMPUS VOICE LETTERS 
Violence awareness program should be 
open to everybody 
To the Editor, I am writing in response to an article in the Oct. 9 edition of The Parthenon which discussed a new program designed to curb the violence of athletes towards women. I feel that this program is a step in the right direction, but not the solution to the ongo-ing issue of domestic violence. To put it plainly, athletes are not the only people who abuse women. If Marshall University truly wishes to protect women 
on campus, they need to expand the focus of the program away from only athletes, and educate all students on the issue of domestic violence. 
· I do understand that athletes are generally more high profile than the average student, and ,an incident involving an athlete can put the whole school in the public spotlight. While this pro-gram is highly needed, the uni-versity must act on a wider scale if they do, in fact, intend to curb the problem. 
Cordially, 
Josh Rutherford Kenova, W. Va. 
Bookstore offers buying, selling tips 
To the Editor, 
As one of the two bookstores serving students at Marshall, we can appreciate the high cost of books. Each semester there is concern about new editions or packages raising the total cost for books and we share that concern. An editorial car-toon in the Parthenon brings this to mind. We would like to suggest some ways to make the best of the situation which may result in savings when you buy 
St,eciA( SAVittg~ w I ).lU It,! 
2.s% off Single-SeAtel' Qo l<Art~ 
1/3 off Two-SeAte,. Qo f<.Ari" 
•1"-StAte'~ FmMt Qolf 1:)rive 'P-cmge 
(tto c&A,-ge ott loA»e,. club~) 
~ All New 18 Hole M.ini Qolf 
and more money when you sell. 
We suggest when buying: • Buy early and always ask for used books first. • Be sure that you need the book - some instructors don't seem to use them. • Use the books you buy, they do contain valuable informa-tion. • Look for the best deal, two competing stores make for bet· ter prices. • If a package is offered, be sure you need it - they some• times increase costs. 
When you sell: • Sell each book as you are through with it after the exam. The store may not need all books that are offered. We buy based on our needs for the next semester. • Urge instructors to use a text as many semesters as possible, that way more used texts are available. • Check to see which store offers the most for your books. While these sound simple, they may save and make you money. As a store, we cannot control selection of texts or new editions which do increase costs. Urge instructors to use the cost of books as some guid-ance to the selection of new texts and ask for some stan-dardization in multi-section 
larqesf Ynvenfory 
of New and Used 
Music in Town!! Arr used 
CD's$ 7. 98 or 
less 
Top$$ paid for 
Your Music! 
classes. We want to work with students and instructors to help keep the cost of education down. 
Yours truly, James H. Morgan president Stadium Bookstore 
More parking woes 
To whom it may concern: Everyday I arrive at class I see the same cars circling the students' parking lots. It ruins my day when I arrive early to find a parking space and still manage to be late for class. I paid for a parking permit thinking I would not have to walk a mile to class, but all I do is drive around looking for a parking space. I finally gave up and now park on Fifth Avenue. I believe that if students pay the money for permits, then they should be guaranteed a spot that is not blocks away from Marshall. Many of my friends do not buy parking- •permits because there is no need for one when you are unable to find a park-ing space. There is a possibility that numbering the parking spaces would help, but Marshall also should not sell more permits than they have parking spaces. Something needs to be done so that com-
Now Hear This Music and More 
11 O 1Fourth Ave. 
522-0021 
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:~· .·.··· ··•\2 . co~: :W/~~:~:::~ES.COLA;so~oFF I . J ~1 Eat In Or Mg;r1 CAPPUCCINO w MU-ID I 
muting students will be guar-anteed a parking space. Sincerely, Sarah Robinson 
Higher standards not ultimate solution 
To the editor: I am replying to Ted Dick-inson's article on Oct. 9 regard-ing the possible increase of admission standards at Mars-hall. I agree that this plan will benefit the university for a short term, but I don't believe use of it in the long run would be appropriate. I think this plan should only be used for a short time so that as many students as possible may receive an education. If there is an increase 'in admis-sion standards, there will be a decrease in newcoming stu-dents. I believe this will only be acceptable until more buildings are built to hold classrooms. However, one positive result could come out of this plan. It would make plenty of room for those students in the class• rooms. It would also bring up a chance for the students that will be enrolled, to receive a higher quality of education and more free parking spaces. 
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Walk In's Welcome 
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TKEs claim unfairness • From page 1 
but they had no idea who it was," Walker said. "But they [at the hearing] did-n't put it like this. They made us sound like .-------, thugs that roll up into their lot and say we're going to park here [in the Option Care lot] whether you like it or not, punch them in the mouth, cut ----------' their tires and WALKER 
walk into the house. That's how they presented it. And that's all it was, hearsay and allegations. The issues were presented in a manner to make us look bad. And this panel goes by hearsay and says, 'They're bad guys, let's get rid of them,'" he said. Zollo said the fraternity had already been on probation for not meeting grade require-ments, but that apparently wasn't enough. "A week before we even got the notice that we might be suspend-ed and that there was a hearing coming up, we were put on pro-bation by Andy Hermansdorfer [director of student activities 
" We were out of greek activities ... but then 
apparently that wasn't good enough. So now 
they've taken everything from us, as far as the 
university goes." 
Louis Zollo, 
TKE chapter adviser 
and greek affairs] for six months ... we were out of all greek activities . . . but then apparently that wasn't good enough. So now they've taken everything from us, as far as the university goes," Zollo said. Walker said the TKEs passed in five out of six categories for grade requirements. They did not meet the 2.0 overall cumu-lative gpa requirement for new candidates, he said. ''We accepted that and then a week later, they say now it's going to be brought to a hear-ing. You're going to possibly suspended from campus. There's going to be due process, which it did not seem like due process to me,'' Walker said. "To me due process would be, they bring us in, they have fact, they have evidence, and they have charges. You don't bring someone in and say, 'OK, this is what I heard about them. This is the rumor. I was told this by someone else. We don't have any proof. We don't know for sure that it's true, but we heard 
it was, so I think they should be in trouble. And basically that's all it was," he said. Zollo said he and other TKEs were taken by surprise at the hearing. "It took us by surprise because in our meetings before hand, we thought it would be basically, you know, we're going to walk out of there with the punishment we already had, which is losing our greek affili-ation through Andy Hermans-dorfer for the six months and that this was basically a big warning so that next time this happened, we know we're in trouble. Next thing you know, we walk out of the meeting -gone for a year,'' Zollo said. Hermansdorfer and Cockrille could not be reached for com-ment before deadline. Both, however, have declined to com-ment thus far. Zollo said he is not optimistic about the university's decision. He said TKE members have been working dilligently since they heard word of the possible derecognition to prove them-
selves to be an asset to the cam-pus. "I'm not optimistic at all,'' he said. "I'm optimistic on the way we are handling it, but I'm not optimistic on the way Marshall is handling it. I mean, its hard to be optimistic when I was in the first place and they just took everything out from underneath us so fast. "In the meantime [until the final decision comes through], everybody is studying hard to get their grades up," Zollo said. "There hasn't been anymore parties for the fact that we're watching our step. We're involving ourselves in much more community service and we're just trying to take extra care of all the things that they documented that we've done wrong. "Community service we do anyway. But, as far as campus services, like the opening of the library and things like that, we went out of our way to be there. It wasn't a bad thing to do, it's good to be involved. But we made sure we did this this time. Instead of sleeping in on a Saturday, everybody had an early night Friday. Instead of going out to get drunk, every-body stayed in. We all looked forward to opening up the library the next day. Went to the football game afterward. Our brotherhood has been real tight since this came about." 
Walker said for all the good TKEs do on campus and in the community, they get zero recog-nition from the Office of Stu-dent Affairs. "It seems like any time they think you've done something wrong or they think you've screwed up, they're in contact with you the next day," Walker said. "But, you go out and do com-munity service or something ... do you ever hear a call saying 'Congratulations or outstand-ing job'? There's none of that. You always seem to get nega-tive feedback. There doesn't seem to be enough positive feedback that comes out of that office (student affairs)." If derecognized, Tau Kappa Epsilon will not be able to par-ticipate in greek events, such as intramurals and Greek Week. That, Walker and Zollo said, would be Marshall's loss, not the TKE's. "Personally, I don't think this is our loss. It's Marshall's,'' Walker said. Zollo said, "Totally. They lost one of their best fraternities this year. Intramurals isn't the same without us. What's Greek Week without one of the best fraternities on campus? What kind of fun is that? What kind of fraternity with respect for themselves would even want to win without one of the most athletic fraternities ip athlet-
Page edited by Christina Redekopp 
ics? It's like having a debate competition with just your team and nobody else there." With a one-year derecogni-tion by the university almost inevitably around the corner, Zollo said the TKEs are looking forward to coming back stronger than ever next year. "Whatever the deal is with the appeal, whatever comes out of it, they might be able to take the business portion of the fra-ternity away from us, as far as not letting us do this and not letting us do that, but the broth-erhood is still there," Zollo said. "The last article [in The Par-thenon) said that TKE members are bitter, but if anything this made us stronger. We have a lot to prove. We will be back next year. I can almost guarantee it. If Marshall wants to railroad us again, then there is nothing we can do about it. They're the ones with the power. "But as far as us taking the initiative to further ourselves or better ourselves as a group, that's definitely happening. Since this has come about, we've stepped it up, but there's not been one piece of recogni-tion for it. But we don't want that. We dug a hole and now it's time to lay in it. "But we're ready to step it up. This is it. This has made every-body stronger. Nobody's bitter. We're excited about this. We're excited to prove our point. We 
One room .. school returns • From page 1 
at their own pace. Motivated learners who are disadvantaged in some rp.anner-place bound, low income or unable to participate in tradi-tional instruction because of employment or other tiq1e con-straints-can be accommodated. 
service, public safety, culture, avocation as well as communi-ties of interest in a cost-effective manner. The disadvantages of many individuals make it almost impossible for them to access the education they must have in order to reach their full poten-tial in today's world, Miller said. The West Virginia college-going rate is the lowest in the nation. The leading variables contribut-ing to the problem are cost and access, he said. 
'Obsessed' 13-year-old 'Titanic' tan gets bat mitzvah ol dreams 
The project can be described as something like the tradition-al one room school approach with a coordinator or facilitator taking the physical place of the teacher and the function of the teacher moving to remote sites, Miller said. The origin of one room schools dated back to more than 200 years ago. "Now that there are hardly any one room schools left, educators are beginning to think that maybe there is some-thing yet to be learned from them," said Dr. Tony Williams, professor of the College of Education. "Many of today's 'progressive' ideas of schooling, such as inter-disciplinary teaching, individu-alized instruction, non-graded instruction and self-directed learning were survival skills of one-room teaching," Willigtms said. The One Room School-2000 will create a feeling of integra-tion and connection to the com-munity, a feeling of family where "older" students help "younger" students, and a self-paced atmosphere, Miller said. The project is adaptable to a variety of information needs, Miller said. For example, partic-ipants can have access to infor-mation on health care, public 
Technology can improve this situation, but only if it is afford-able, available and easy to use, Miller said. The One Room School-2000 network will be accessible in the scattered, under-served commu-nities of West Virginia. Phase 1 proposes sites in Huntington, South Charleston, Gilbert and Wayne. Phase 2 expands to the pilot to Pt. Pleasant, Beckley, Logan, Williamson, a juvenile center and a vocational education site. "The one-room school will for-ever stand out in our state's his-tory as the great equalizing force in providing educational opportunities to a diverse people. in a diverse land,'' Williams said. But with the state-of-art tech-nology, the One Room School-2000 will fulfill its commitment to education in a depth never imagined by the pedagogical ancestors, Miller said. The grant was awarded by the Telecommunications and Information Infrastructure Assistance Program, National Telecommunications and Information Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce. Total cost of the project is $1,332,255. 
Need Some Fast 
I Temporary Cash 
We Make Loans on Amost Anything of Value 
TV • VCR • Stereo • Jewelry 
watches • Computers OUR LOANS ARE FOR 30 DAYS. YOUR LOAN Will BE 
FAST AND CONFIDENTIAL. AT THE END OF 30 DAYS 
YOU MAY PAY THE LOAN AMOUNT PLUS INTEREST, 
OR EXTEND YOUR LOAN FOR AN ADDITIONAL 30 
DAYS. YOUR MERCHANDISE IS KEPT IN A SAFE 
AND SECURE STORAGE AREA. ~O LOAN IS 
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PITTSBURGH (AP) - A 13-year-old girl "obsessed" with "Titanic" got the bat mitzvah of her dreams when a hotel ball-room was transformed into the luxury liner, with 12-foot steaming smokestacks at the buffet table, phosphorescent artificial icebergs and a "steer-age" section for the children. The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette reported that the celebration last Saturday for Lisa Niren was rumored to cost as much as a half-million dollars. Her father, Dr. Neil Niren, would not confirm the price tag, but Bonnie Chirigos, who spent a year planning the gala, said "it was nowhere near that." Noting that his own parents survived the Holocaust, Niren said: "Anyone can go down at any time. We didn't want to wait to show how much we love one another." Three hundred people came from as far as Canada, Mexico . and Argentina to fete Lisa, who is "obsessed" with the Oscar-winning movie, according to her 15-year-old sister, Leslie. The piece de resistance was a gigantic photo, 10 feet above 
r .-:~. 
the floor, featuring Lisa's face superimposed over actress Kate Winslet's body in a famous "Titanic" scene on the prow of the ocean liner. Lisa appeared to have teen heart-throb Leonardo DiCaprio smil-ing over her shoulder. The movie played over and over again on a 12-foot screen above a balcony at the Westin William Penn, one of Pittsburgh's fanciest hotels. "Isn't this awesome?" Lisa said, mugging for snapshots with her family. "I just love the movie. I got the video the day it came out, and I watch it all the time. This is just amazing!" Arriving guests were greeted at the hotel entrance by a turn-of-the-century carriage loaded with hatboxes and vintage suitcases. Inside, reflective aqua-tinted lighting along the walls and the phosphorescent blue and green icebergs made it appear as if the ballroom was under water. Children sat in the "steer-age" section with barrels and trunks, while adult tables fea-




CHARLESTON MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM 
Tickets on sale at the Civic Center hox office and 
all nicxiir~ Ticket Centers, or charge by phone. 304-342-5757 
tured roses, crystal cande-labras and replicas of the heart-shaped blue diamond necklace from the movie. The dance floor was hand-painted. "This is incredible," said Heather Levy, a friend of Lisa's mother. "A lot of people do things for their children because they love them, but this goes beyond all that. I'm just standing here smiling." The bat mitzvah - or bar mitzvah, for boys - is a reli-gious celebration marking a child's passage into religious adulthood. Lisa's father, a dermatologi-cal surgeon, came up with the idea for a Titanic-theme party more than a year ago while in St. Maarten listening to a recording of Celine Dion's "My Heart Will Go On,'' the movie's theme song. "This was a very unique reli-gious ceremony and a party second,'' Niren said. 
•101ncs For Rent C::~J Kitchen Furnished Near Campus 2 BR Utilities Paid. Call 522-4780 Available Now! 
Recently Renovated 452 5th Ave. 4 BR Appliances furn. $600/month + utilities & deposit. No pets. Monthly lease. 1 BR Kitchen furn. Utilities paid. $300/month. No Pets. Call 525-7643 evenings 
28R Apt. $385/Month Furnished. Call 429-2369 or 736-2505 
1841-7th Ave. 3BR 1 BA W/D Central Heat $400/month + utilities NO PETS Also 1 & 2 BR Chesapeake, Oh. $300-350 + utilities 304-342-8040 
Share Large House 10 minutes from MU, F/P, W/D, $400 + 1/2 utilities. Call 304-525· 9996. 
5 Room Duplex Furnished Apt. $255/month. Very nice with porch and yard Phone 523-5119 or 522-0828. 
For Rent 3 or 4 BR House. Gas and Electric paid. Available now. $240 per person 523-5521 
Apts (2) 1604 Sixth Ave. Nice, Great Location, parking. Utilities Paid except Elec. 525-4959 leave message. 
Newly Renovated 1 &2 BR Apts. Near MU Stadium. Furn. Kit, New Carpet+W/D. Utilities Not Furnished. Off street Parking. Call 522-8266 ask for Harriet, Kathy or Barbara 
Home for Rent 4BR 2 BA Family Room Call 522-0357 or 867-8873. 
Hlghlawn New 2 BR Apts No Cats or Dogs $475/month 523-0688 
Travel Services 
~ 
#1 Spring Break Specials! Book Now & Receive a Free Meal Plan!!! Cancun & Jamaica $399, Bahamas $459, Panama City $99. 1-800-234-7007 www.endlesssummertours.com 
Employn1cnt . . -. . . -~.-~.-~. 
Looking for self-motivated people with leadership skills to develope home based business 1-800-275-5744 code LU4025 24 hr recorded message 
FREE CD HOLDERS, T-SHIRTS PREPAID PHONE CARDS EARN $1000 PART-TIME ON CAMPUS. JUST CALL 1-800-932-0528 X64 
$1000's WEEKLY!! Stuff envelopes at home for $2.00 each plus bonuses. F/T PIT. Make $800+ weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies. For details, send one stamp to: N-249, 12021 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 552, Los Angeles, CA 90025 
Teacher/Counselor needed for residential work, 4 days on -3 days off. Bachelors required. Send resumes to: PAS, Route 2 Box 68, Walker, WV 26180. EOE 
Miscellaneous 
Rummage Sale 118 27th St. M-F 11-6 Junk to aniques. Glass bar . table w/2 bar stools $30. Living Room Chair $20. Twin HB Frame & mattress $45. Wood Desk $40. Microwave $75. Vanity Dresser w/mirror $85. wicker rocking chair $40. Marshall mugs $5. Washer/Dryer $200. Dishes, glassware, knick-knacks. & Misc. 522-9217. 
Clemens deemed baseball's best l player 
NEW YORK (AP) - Baseball's best player? Marl< McGwire? Nope. 
Sammy Sosa? Nah. Roger Clemens? Right on. Clemens regained his 
status as the top player, beating out Kevin Brown to finish No. 1 for 
the first time since 1988 in the annual rankings compiled by the Elias 
Sports Bureau. Clemens' performance the last two seasons gave him 
a 98.016 score out of 100, according to figures released Tuesday. The 
four-time Cy Young Award winner, a favorite to win No. 5 next month, 
went 20-6 for Toronto this season, tying for the AL lead in wins and 
finishing first in ERA (2.65) and strikeouts (271). 
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Miami and Toledo picked to lead MAC hoops 
by SCOTT PARSONS 
sports editor 
The votes are in and the 
leaders are Miami and 
Toledo. 
Miami was picked as the 
East Division champion and 
Toledo the West by the Mid-American Conference News 
Media Association. 
Miami received 371 votes and 45 first place votes. The 
RedHawks return nine let-
ter winners, including all 
five starters this season which include pre-season All-MAC selections Wally Szczerbiak and senior guard 
Damon. Frierson. 
Akron was selected second 
with 307 points and five 
first place votes. The Herd 
came in third with 216 votes. 
Rounding out the poll in 
the East are: number four 
Bowling Green, number five 
Ohio, six Kent and seven 
Buffalo. Buffalo enters its 
first season of play in the MAC after finishing with a 
15-13 overall mark and 9-7 
in the Mid-Continent Con-ference last season. 
In the West, Toledo picked 
up 33 of 55 first place votes. 
The Rockets return eight letter winners including 
Robert Kizer, Clayton Burch 
Womens pre-season rankings announced 
bJ JO& DALTON reporter 
The Mid-American Con-ference News Media Association released the pre-season polls for the 1998-1999 women's bas-ketball season Tuesday afternoon. Marshall landed In \he number five spot In the East Division. Kent was picked to repeat as the East champl• on after finishing the 1997• 1998 season with a 23-7 overall record, and a per-fect 18-0 In the MAC. Bowling Green was picked second with Akron 
foll owing. Rounding out the pofl in the East are: Ohio Marshall Miami and Buffalo at the four, five, six, and seven spots respectively. In the West Division, Toledo topped the list. The Rockets return all 10 •etter winners to a team that fin-ished at 24-7 overall and 15-3 In the MAC. Central Michigan was second with Ball State fol-lowing In third. Rounding out the poll Is: Western Michigan, Eastern Michigan and Northern Illinois. Toledo was picked to win the conference. 
The Department for Residence Services 
is accepting applications for Resident Adviso·r 
.. ~ ... positions for Spring ·99 
Applications may be picked up at the front desk of any residence hall. or in the Department of Residence Services. DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 18, 1998 
Requirements include a 2.3 cumilative G.P.A., completion of two semesters of college by the time of employment and leadership ability. Compensation includes a free single room, 19 per-week meal plan. small stipend. and valuable leadership experience. 
Call Molly McClennen at 696-6208 for more information 
and Art Norman. 
Toledo finished last season 
with a 15-12 overall mark 
and a 10-8 MAC record. Northern Illinois was 
1998-99 Mid-American Conference Media Association Pre-Season Poll 
selected second with 13 first 
place votes. NIU returns 
senior T.J. Lux who led the 
MAC in rebounds with an average of 11.l per game 
and was an GTE/CoSIDA 
Academic All-American last season. 
Ball State was picked 
third with five first place 
votes followed by Western 
Michigan and Eastern Mich-
igan. Miami was picked to win it 
all with 41 of 51 votes. 
EAST 
1. Miami (45) 
2. Akron (5) 
3. Marshan (1) 
4. Bowling Green (2) 
5. Ohio 
6. Kent 
7. Buffalo (2) 
WEST 
1. Toledo (33) 
2. Northern Illinois (13) 
3. Ball State (5) 
4. Western Michigan (4) 
5. Eastern Michigan 
6. Central Michigan 
( ) First-place votes 
brielly... . . . 
BOXING 
LAS VEGAS (AP) - Mike Tyson is facing another legal challenge - this one from a Las Vegas police officer who claims Tyson struck him during a melee in the ring after his aborted fight with Evander Holyfield. The lawsuit filed by Thomas Moyer claims the officer was hit 
by Tyson in the chest as he tried to restrain him in the after-math of his disqualification for biting Holyfield's ears. 
FOOTBALL 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - The NFL may decide by early next year whether Houston or Los Angeles gets its 32nd fran-chise. The league's owners spent most of the day listening to pitches from the two cities that were deserted by their teams after the 1995 and 1996 seasons. The presentations came from three groups - one from Houston and two from Los Angeles. 
SOCCER 
NEW YORK (AP) - Bruce Arena was officially introduced 
f as the coach of the U.S. soccer team after signing a four-year contract. Arena replaces Steve Sampson, who resigned June 29, four days after the U.S. finished 0-3 in the World Cup. Arena led the University of Virginia to five NCAA titlei,; and took D.C. United to championships in 1996 and 1997 - the first two seasons of Major League Soccer - and the 1998 MLS final last weekend. 
TENNIS 
STUTIGART, Germany (AP) - Semi-retired Boris Becker, ... appearing in only his 10th tournament this year, beat qualifier Sjeng Schalken 6-2, 7-5 in the first round of the Eurocard Open. Other first-round winners were Tommy Haas, ~1agnm; Gustafsson, Thomas Johansson, ,Jason Stoltenberg, Magnus Norman, Nicolas Kiefer, Wayne Ferreira, and Mark 
Philippouss1s. In second-round matches, No. 9 Tim Henman beat Mark Woodforde 7-5, 6-1; No. 15 Jan Siemerink got past Guillaume 
Raoux 6-7 (3-7), 7-6 (7-5), 6-4; Bohdan Ulihrach defeated No. 16 
Albert Costa 6-2, 6-2; and Todd Martin upset No. 8 seed Karol 
Kucera 6-2, 6-4. 
Maybe the BCS is not the answer 
Column by JOE DALTON 
Attention college football fans and members of the media! It is time for the annual debate on who will be crowned college football's national champion, and what system of determining the champ is the best. If you thought the new sys-tem put into effect this year called the Bowl Championship Series (BCS) was fool proof, you were wrong. For the last three weeks 
Ohio State has been ranked number one and UCLA number two, in the traditional Associated Press (AP) and USA 
TODAY/ ESPN coaches polls that have determined the national champion in the past. Both teams are undefeated along with Tennessee and Kansas State rounding out the top four serious contenders for the championship. As of this week, the newly established BCS rankings have UCLA taking over the top spot from Ohio State, even though 
the Buckeyes have not lost a game, or even came close for that matter, all year. You have to love the contro-versy! The BCS rankings are deter-mined by a combination of the polls, three sets of computer 
ratings, the teams win-loss record and the strength of their schedules. Do we have to bring comput-ers . 1nto.,the world of college 
football? Excuse the dislike for com-puter rankings, but there is a "certain reporter" who was a quarterback of a high school football team in Ohio that had a record of 9-1, but did not make the playoffs due to stink-ing computer rankings! Anyway, back to the issue. What if more than two teams 
are undefeated at the end of the season? Then what are the computers going to do to solve that one? 
It is obvious that the only way to solve this problem that arises every year is to implicate a playoff system. This is the only way to determine a nation-al champion the right way; on the field. Forget what the so-called experts and computers determine, let the players and coaches battle it out on the gridiron. Playoffs in college football would bring even more excite-ment into the sport. The games would fill the stadiums because every game could make or 




~OMINO~ & MARSHALL FOOTBALL 
® 
SERVING MARSHALL 522-6661 
Monday-Thursday 3:30am-1am Friday-Saturday 11am-2am Sunday 11 am-1 am 
Now Hiring Drivers, 
Mgrs, a Inside Personnel. 
Apply at Gig Gear 
Store or Call 
522-GGGI 2, SURE WINNERS! r----$6.99 ____ 1 ____ $8~99~---r----$9.99 _____ 1 ____ $12~99---, 
Large Deal I MEDIUM UNLIMITED LARGE DEAL I DOUBLE LARGE DEAL I ONE MEDIUM I One Large, One Topping I ANY TOPPINGS! ONE LARGE I TWO LARGE 
ONE TOPPING! I (No Double Portions Please) THREE TOPPINGS! I ONE TOPPINGS! 
(Choose Thin or Original Crust) I (Choose Thin or Original Crust) (Ch~se Thi~ or Origina~ Crust) I (Choose Thin or Original Crust) 
Valid for pickup or deliver on campus I Valid for pickup or delivery Vahd for pickup or clehvery I Valid for pickup or delivery 
• 
Valid at participating stores only. •• Valid at participating stores only. • Valid at participating stores only. I. 
• 
Customer pays sales tax I ~stomer pays sales tax where .Customer pays sales tax where I .Valid at participating s. tores only. where applicable. I . applicable. • . applicable. I . Customer pays sales tax where 
Our drivers carry less than Our drivers carry less than Our drivers carry less than applicable $20.00. I . • s2o.oo. • • $20.00. I . • Our dnvers carry less than S20.00 td. Del. Area Exp. 11/31/98 l · Ltd. Del. Area Exp. 11131198 · Ltd. Del. Area Exp. 11/31/98 .1 • Ltd. Del. Area Expires 11/31/98 1 L--•--------- --•----------~------------- -------------~ .. 
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' ! A cbangJ! -of scenery, climate and a little bit of a culture shock was granted to some jm:embers of Marshall's chapter of the ·Society of Professional Journalists (SPJ) .}ast Thursday. , , t Robert ¥cCune, Christina Redekopp, :~beccah Cantley and Kelly Donahue, all 'members of The Parthenon staff were joined by fellow SPJ members Amanda Thny, Jason Pheister and Dennis Black for . the three •day mrtional convention at 'Universal Studios in Los Angeles. Seminars about jobs, writing for televi-si01\, online research and others were offered at the Sheraton to members from aU over the United States. A luncheon ·roasting Associated Press (AP) Correspondent Linda Deutsch was particu-larly entertaining, for the group. l Dennis Black was honored with a Mark ofExceHence Award in sports video photog-Taphy at a luncheon Saturday. •'What I really enjoyed about the conven-tiQn was the contacts available for budding 'joµmalists. I was sitting at the luncheon roasting Linda Deutsch and right beside ~e happehed to be the editor-in-chief of Ttie.American Reporter, an online newspa-per," Redekopp, a senior print journalism tttajot, said. McCune, a print journalism senior, said he was able to make a contact with the managing editor of The News Herald, of Panama City, Fla. Cantley, a junior print journalism major, said she too benefited from making con-t*ds with newspaper editors and recruiters. , "'Pt11 looking for an internship next sum-mer, so rni trying to get as much informa-tion from as many newspapers as I can," .sh-e said. "I talked to editors from papers in •KnoocviUe, Tenn. and Philadelphia. It was ,NSt, ~citing to be around that many suc-etss~l journalists." ' The trip-was}\'t all work and no play for the.group. : Met: the seminars and banquets the g,-oup made their way to 'tinsel town.' A to.ur Qf NBC studios was one of the first 
~W~ for the group Friday which included m,e'tin~ a late night talk show host. I '!:.Meeti,ng. Jay Leno was awesome!" MeCun~ said. "He really is a funny guy in ~on." 
1' C~tley said she enjoyed the excitement of .Hi,µywood and Los Angeles. i'4'l'l~'s t'he ~arthest that I'd ever been froQi home, so 1t was great to see the other 
Ghouls night out . .~ 
Halloween sets stage for fright and fun 
Creepy creatures, vampires and monsters wlll make an appear-ance this weekend for Halloween. Several local haunted hous-es and trails have been set up to provided a frightfully good time to those who dare. 
side of the country," said Cantley, of Shady Spring. "L.A. and Hollywood are complete-ly different worlds from the small West Virginia town where I live. I was in awe the whole time I was there.'' Seeing a live taping of the sitcom "Mad About You" was one of Cantley's favorite parts of the trip. "I love Helen Hunt because she seems so natural and down to earth," she said. "I couldn't believe I was sitting less than 50 feet from her and Paul Riser." Redekopp agreed. "Seeing the taping of 'Mad About You' and meeting Ray Bradbury were definitely the highlights of my trip. "I also enjoyed that we had Universal Studios all to ourselves for the opening reception Friday night." What the group agreed they enjoyed the most about the trip was becoming such good friends. They became closer .. .literally. "Luckily, Pheister rented a Buick so we could travel around Beverly Hills and Hollywood. The funny part was that all seven of us were stuffed into it," Redekopp said. McCune said he can't wait to get back to L.A. "I enjoyed everything about the con-vention and I enjoyed all of the excitement in L.A. I'd love to get back there some-time ... who knows, maybe we can all get back over spring break?" 
Compiled by The Parthenon editors. 
Friday in Life! 
t ' 
TOP RIGIITI SPJ members: (left to right) Jason Phelster, Amanda Terry, Rebeccah Cantley, Kelly Donahue, Christina Redekopp and Dennis Black In front of the Hollywood sign. 
UPPIR IIIDDLI IIIGIITI Members run into Jerry Springer on Rodeo Drive. 
LOWIR IIIDDLI RIQIITI Jay Leno with members at the NBC studios. 
LOWER RIGHTI Author Ray Bradbury signs books at the national convention. -IIIDDLI Lin: The Hard Rock Cafe Is one of the many tourist attractions In LA. 
LEFT: Mann's Chinese Theatre ls the scene for many Hollywood premieres. 
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On Campus 
lllNdly, Del 28, 1898 
entertainment guide tlvltlea and ev ata at or Mar al. 
"Prlmetlme" sponsored by the Campus Crusade, 
Marco's at the MSC, 9:11 p.m. 
~ Psi Chi meeting, Harris Hall 450, 3:15 p.m. 
Campus Light Baptist Ministries, MSC Alumni Room, 8 p.m., Dave Greear529-1545 
The Traveling West Virginia Juried Exhibition, through 
Nov. 4, Birke Art Gallery, open hours 
"Sex, Lies, and the Oval Office;· Hodges Hafl, 9:15 p.m . 
Candidate Information for the College Democrats, MSC Lobby, 10:30 a.m -2:30 p.m. 
frlllay, Del 30, 1898 
Alcoholics Anonymous meeting, Campus Christian 
Center Library Room, noon 
Last day to drop full emester Independent courses 
SaUrdaJ, OCt. 31, 1 
Marshall away game against Bowling Green, Ohio, 1 p.m. 
lladly, Nov. 1, 1908 
Newman Center Mass: All Saints Day, Newman Center, 
10:15 a.m. 
Mentall~t Craig Karges, Fine Arts Center, 8 p.m. 
Psychology Club meeting, Harris Hall 450, 4:30 p.m., Call: Angela Hager 529-1684 
Baptist Student Union meeting, 9 p.m., Call: Jim Fugate 696-3051 for location 
BSU Bible Study, Campus Christian Center, 8:05 p.m., Call: Jim Fugate 696-3051 
In Huntinnt 
DIINIIIDct.28,1• 
Pre-Halloween Bash concert wittl Room 101 and Chizel, Yesterday's, Third Avenue, 10 p.m., $2 cover charge, cos-tumes encouraged 
fttlalDct.30, 1888 
Psychedelic Kitchen concert, Stoned Monkey, 2202 
Third Avenue, 10:30 p.m, Call: 525-PLAY 
IIIWIIIY, Get. 31, 1• 
Halloween Chiller Thriller Family Concert, Huntington Symphony Orchestra, Stephenson Auditonum 8 p.m., Call: (304) 525- 0670 
Astro Pop concert, Calamity Cafe, 10:30 p.m., small cover charge 
- i••i•n• * Is published. every Tuesday 1111111,::,0... and Thursday In The Par-thenon. If your club, group or organization has sched-uled an upcoming event or meeting and would like to publish your announcement here, come by The Parthenon at 311 Smith Hall or call us at 696-6696. Deadlines for the Tuesday calendar wlll be Monday by noon. To get publlshed In Thursday's calendar, turn in your Information by noon Wednesday. 
